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Message from Executive Director & Board Chair

Waheguru Ji Ka Khalsa, Waheguru Ji Ki Fateh!

In the last year, the community, through inspiration from the Oak Creek, Wisconsin sangat, has moved forward in the 
spirit of Chardi Kala to build a brighter future.  In the true spirit of Sikhi we have worked together to seize opportunities 
to advance Sikh rights and the rights of all Americans.  We have planted new seeds and sowed the ones we have 
been cultivating for years now.

2013 has been an unbelievably productive year for the Sikh Coalition, with significant accomplishments in each of our 
four programmatic areas: legal, advocacy, education and community development.  You’ll read some of the highlights 
in the pages that follow.

It is Dasvandh from committed activist donors that makes possible the Sikh Coalition’s high-impact community efforts.  
Fostering change at the national level is neither easy nor cheap.  The Sikh Coalition is encouraged by our collective 
2013 achievements and impact made possible by generous support from donors like you.  But the journey continues 
and future generations need you to continue to invest.

The Sikh Coalition is a tax-exempt and Better Business Bureau accredited non-profit organization and requires 
your financial support to continue our trailblazing work.  The breadth and impact of these programs are completely 
dependent upon your investment.  Consider setting up a monthly recurring donation and make the fight for Sikh rights 
part of your Dasvandh.

As always, we encourage all Sikhs to practice their faith fearlessly.  Together we can keep the Khalsa strong for 
generations of Sikh Americans to come.

Chardi Kala!
Sapreet Kaur, Executive Director
Narinder Singh, Board Chair



Sikh Coalition 2013 Highlights
First Sikh to be invited to offer prayer at a Presidential inaugural service.

Achieved victory in a 2 year campaign to persuade the FBI to track anti-
Sikh hate crimes.

Launched FlyRights 2.0 and generated 20 fold increase in complaints 
against TSA.

Secured historic legal settlement to protect Georgia Sikh student against bullying.

Organized Day of Seva events on the first anniversary of the Oak Creek tragedy. 

Empowered over 10,700 activists to send petitions to President Obama urging 
him to support equal opportunity for all Sikhs who wish to serve in the U.S. military.

34 Sikh Coalition Advocates took over 100 actions in support of civil rights this year.

3.5 million people reached during California Sikh Awareness & 
Appreciation Month. 

Over 1000 Sikh youth attended anti-bullying seminars led by the Junior 
Sikh Coalition. 

Published third report in five years on school bullying in New York City 
public schools. 



Major Victory in Fight for Sikh Recognition
In August 2013, one year after six Wisconsin Sikhs were murdered and 
several more critically injured at the Oak Creek Gurdwara, the U.S. 
Department of Justice announced that the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) will finally begin tracking hate crimes against Sikh Americans.  This 
far-reaching policy change will translate into better hate crime prevention 
programs, smarter resource allocation by state and local governments, and 
increased awareness about Sikhs among thousands of law enforcement 
agencies nationwide.  

Getting the policy changed was not easy, but the Sikh Coalition never gave 
up.  In January 2011, the Sikh Coalition wrote to U.S. Attorney General Eric 
Holder and requested that the federal government track hate crimes against 
Sikhs.  In April 2012, thanks to emails and phone calls from Sikh Coalition 
supporters nationwide, over 90 members of the U.S. Congress—led by 
New York Congressman Joseph Crowley—endorsed the Sikh Coalition’s 
request.  In September 2012, the Sikh Coalition spearheaded a U.S. Senate 
hearing, where Harpreet Singh Saini and other members of the Oak Creek 
community testified about the need for better hate crime tracking and 
prevention measures.  In October 2012, the Sikh Coalition traveled to an FBI 
conference in Arizona and made a presentation explaining the need for Sikh 
hate crime tracking.  

By the time the FBI decided to change the policy in June 2013, 135 bipartisan 
members of the U.S. Congress and the U.S. Attorney General had endorsed 
the Sikh Coalition’s request.  

8,448
Sikh Coalition supporters signed 
a petition to the U.S. Congress. 

135
members of the U.S. Congress 
endorsed the Sikh Coalition’s 

campaign. 

The Campaign in Numbers:

150 
organizations, led by the Sikh Coalition, 

secured a historic hearing on hate 
crimes and domestic terrorism. 



Sarbat Dha Bhalla (For the Welfare of All)
As a result of the Sikh Coalition’s tireless advocacy, and consistent with the Sikh tradition of promoting justice for all 
people, the FBI also decided to expand hate crime tracking for other communities beyond the Sikh community, including 
Hindus, Arabs, Buddhists, Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses and Orthodox Christians.  Thus, the policy change sought 
and secured by the Sikh Coalition will benefit not only Sikhs but also millions of our fellow Americans.

“[A]s Harpreet Singh Saini, who lost his mother during the Oak 
Creek attack, said at a Congressional hearing organized by 
U.S. Senator Dick Durbin last fall, ‘I came here today to ask the 
government to give my mother the dignity of being a statistic.’  
Having accurate information allows law enforcement leaders and 
policymakers to make informed decisions about the allocation of 
resources and priorities – decisions that impact real people, and 
affect public safety in every neighborhood and community.” 

– U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder

‘We can’t go to policy makers or law enforcement to make the case about crimes against our communities 
unless we have the official data,’ said Rajdeep Singh, director of law and policy for the Sikh Coalition, a civil 
rights group that has pushed law enforcement for two years to take action. Specific hate-crime statistics, Singh 
hopes, will help law enforcement prevent crimes against Sikhs, Hindus and Arabs.”



Since 2009, the U.S. Army has allowed only three Sikhs—Major Kamaljeet Singh Kalsi, Captain Tejdeep Singh Rattan, 
and Corporal Simran Preet Singh Lamba—to wear turbans and maintain unshorn hair while serving in the military.

Although all three of these soldiers have complied with safety and fitness requirements, and although all have earned 
accolades—including a promotion for Corporal Lamba and awards for Major Kalsi and Captain Rattan for their service 
in Afghanistan—the U.S. military continues to impose barriers on them and other aspiring Sikh American soldiers. 

In 2013, with the help of its supporters nationwide, the Sikh Coalition and its pro bono partners at the law firm McDermott 
Will & Emery made important strides in the campaign to give all Sikhs an equal opportunity to serve in the U.S. military.  
With your support, we look forward to continuing this battle in 2014 until all Sikhs have a fair chance to serve the nation 
they love.

Will the Sikh Military Tradition Survive in America?



Campaign Highlights
• In 2013, over 10,700 Sikh Coalition supporters sent petitions to President Obama urging him to support equal 

opportunity for all Sikhs who wish to serve in the U.S. military.  We encourage you to share this petition with your 
friends at http://bit.ly/sikhsinthemilitary.

• In 2013, the Sikh Coalition generated major media coverage of this campaign in outlets such as the New York 
Times, PBS, the Daily Beast (formerly Newsweek), NPR, and the Hill.

• In 2013, Major Kalsi made history by testifying in support of Sikhs in the U.S. military at a hearing before the U.S. 
Commission on Civil Rights, a federal agency.

• In 2013, as a result of Major Kalsi’s testimony, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights sent a bipartisan letter to U.S. 
Defense Secretary Charles Hagel to determine why the U.S. military continues to restrict the right of Sikhs to serve 
with their articles of faith intact.

• In 2013, Sikh Coalition supporters sent petitions to 220 members of the U.S. Congress, urging them to support 
equal opportunity for all Sikhs who wish to serve in the U.S. military.  

“There’s nothing about being Sikh, about our turban and our beard that 
can stop us from excelling in the Army” 

- Corporal Simran Preet Lamba

“Asking a person to choose between religion and country, that’s not 
who we are as a nation.”  

- Major Kamaljeet Singh Kalsi 



Enhancing Sikh Visibility Through Major Media Outlets Nationwide



To national acclaim, the Sikh Coalition and a coalition of national civil rights 
organizations released FlyRights 2.0, a groundbreaking mobile phone application, 
in November 2013. FlyRights 2.0 contains enhanced features that allow the public 
to hold the TSA accountable for unfair screening.  Users may now copy their 
Members of Congress when they file a complaint of screening discrimination. 
FlyRights 2.0 also contains a new “crowd-sourced” map that allows users to 
compare the number of complaints filed through FlyRights for each airport in 
America. 

The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights hosted the launch in 
Washington, DC. The NAACP, ACLU, South Asian Americans Leading Together, 
and Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund also participated in the launch. 

The release received  national press coverage in USA Today, Washington Post, 
LA Times, CNBC and the Huffington Post. United States Senator Ben Cardin, 
Congresswoman Judy Chu, and Congressman John Mica submitted statements 
of support.

Community complaints filed through FlyRights 1.0 are uncovering uncomfortable 
truths.  While the Department of Homeland Security reported to Congress that it 
received only 8 complaints of improper TSA screening or discrimination during 
2012, FlyRights 1.0 users filed 157 complaints during 2012, an almost 20 fold 
difference. 

The Sikh Coalition urges the community to download FlyRights 2.0 this year and 
file complaints when appropriate.

FlyRights 2.0 Released



The Junior Sikh Coalition is a robust year-long program that trains Sikh youth with leadership skills that are transferable 
to their community work, academics, and careers. Members meet weekly to receive social justice training and lead 
projects that incorporate values of equality, justice, and sarbat da bhalla to create social change in their communities.

Investing in Future Leaders

“In the future, we hope to not only become strong 
leaders within the Sikh Community, but also strengthen 
the community as a whole by uniting the youth.” 

 - The Junior Sikh Coalition

“By being involved in the Junior Sikh Coalition, I will promote 
a community grounded on equality, acceptance, and love and 
act in solidarity with my team to fight for social justice, all the 
while serving as an inspiration for others to do the same. In the 
process, I hope to gain a better sense of my identity as a Sikh.” 

- Riya Satara, Junior Sikh Coalition Member



In 2013 the inaugural group closed out its first year and then expanded to 
welcome 15 new members for year two. In just 16 months the Junior Sikh 
Coalition has already worked towards some incredible achievements:

• Published in the Wall Street Journal and New York Daily News and have 
appeared on ABC News 

• Attended a White House briefing on Sikh issues in Washington DC to 
advocate for anti-bullying reforms

• Presented anti-bullying workshops and provided resources to over 1,000 
youth

• Participated in a “Train the Trainers” poetry and performance workshop
• Launched the Nirbhau Nirvair campaign by conducting Nirbhau Nirvair 

Art Workshops
• Launched the submission process for a coffee table art book featuring 

poetry and art from Sikh youth across the country
• Attended the City Hall Hearing on School Safety and Climate in support 

of the Dignity in Schools Campaign
• Participated in the NYC Surat Fauj 5K for Charity and volunteered for the 

NYC Marathon
• Received advocacy training to gain in-depth understanding of advocacy 

tools such as government engagement, alliance building and media 
engagement

• Attended and led workshops at Camp Chardi Kala in the summers of 
2012 & 2013

We continue to turn to these impressive emerging leaders for inspiration and 
action.  We know this is just the beginning of the impact they will have on the 
lives of all Americans.



The Sikh Coalition, Ravinder Bhalla, Esq. of Florio, Perrucci, Steinhardt & Fader, LLC, and 
the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) reached a major settlement 
with Tri-County Lexus, a car dealership in Little Falls, New Jersey, on behalf of Mr. Gurpreet 
Singh Kherha. Sikh Coalition attorneys assisted Mr. Kherha in filing a discrimination charge 
with the EEOC and a lawsuit in state and federal court. In the lawsuit, Mr. Kherha claimed he was not hired by the car 
dealership because he maintained a beard, in violation of the dealership’s “no-beard” policy for sales and administrative 
personnel. Mr. Kherha, who maintains a beard (and wears a turban) as part of his Sikh religious practice, alleged that 
he was denied a religious accommodation to the dealership’s working attire/appearance policy and refused a position 
in early 2008 during the recruiting process, despite being fully qualified.

As part of the settlement, Tri-County Lexus has agreed to pay Mr. Kherha $50,000 in compensatory damages, and has 
entered into a two-year consent decree with the federal government. Under the consent decree, Tri-County Lexus is 
required to revise its written anti-discrimination policies, provide anti-discrimination training to staff and management, 
and appoint an EEO coordinator to ensure compliance with the law.

Lexus Car Dealership to Change Policy & Pay 
Damages in Federal Settlement

Legal Victories 

“I believe the overall outcome of the case was very positive.  I feel proud that I was able to stand up 
for myself as a Sikh and by extension the Sikh community.  Educating the public about our religion is 
invaluable, as is standing up for our rights, and serves not only this generation, but future generations 
as well. I would like to thank the Sikh Coalition, the EEOC, and Ravinder S. Bhalla for all their tireless 
efforts in resolving my case over the past five years.”

– Gurpreet Singh Kherha



Bullied for Years, Sikh Student Gets Justice in Landmark Settlement

If you believe that you have been discriminated against or subjected to bias, and would like to request legal assistance from the 
Sikh Coalition, please visit our website at http://sikhcoalition.org/request-legal-assistance or call 212-655-3095 x 85. 

In an unprecedented victory for Sikh students nationwide, the U.S. Department 
of Justice entered into a landmark settlement agreement with the DeKalb County 
School District in Atlanta, Georgia on behalf of a Sikh victim of school bullying. This 
is the first time the federal government has entered into a settlement on a school 
bullying matter involving a Sikh student. 

The Sikh middle-schooler, whose identity is being withheld because he is a minor, 
had been subjected to years of bias-based bullying and verbal and physical 
harassment by a number of different students. The Sikh student, both at school and 
on the bus, was referred to as “Osama,” a “terrorist,” and “curryhead,” and told he 
had a “bomb on his head,” and to “go back to your country.”

The Sikh Coalition represented the student and placed the School District on notice of 
ongoing harassment, and demanded safety plans and effective remedial measures 
to diminish the hostile educational environment, including anti-harassment training. 
After repeated inaction from the School District, the Sikh Coalition filed legal 
complaints with the Department of Justice, alleging violations of federal law. The 
Sikh Coalition’s complaints prompted a federal investigation that directly led to the 
historic public settlement. The settlement, which remains in effect until the end of 
the 2014-2015 school year, requires the School District to provide a comprehensive 
safety plan for the student, substantive anti-harassment/bullying training, and other 
measures to ensure a safer and healthier educational environment for all students.

“Before the Sikh Coalition’s help, 
we felt the school district did not 
listen or care.  Now, the school 
is much more responsive and 
everything is different, including 
my son. Through this experience 
and working with the Sikh 
Coalition, he’s become stronger, 
more confident, is able to stand 
up for himself, and in fact, he 
tells me that one day, he wants 
to become a fierce advocate for 
our community.” 

– Sikh student’s father

“This settlement sends a clear message to school districts nationwide that we will 
no longer tolerate inadequate measures to address school bullying.”



In June 2013, the Sikh Coalition graduated its third class of grassroots community volunteers 
through its Sikh Advocate Academy.  The new Sikh Coalition Advocates join two dozen 
alumni around the country in amplifying the Sikh voice through government engagement, 
media engagement, and alliance building.

Launched in 2011, the Sikh Advocate Academy is a 
groundbreaking initiative to train volunteers to pursue social 
justice through engagement with the government, media and 
community.  Since then, 34 participants have received intensive 
week long trainings from Sikh Coalition staff, networked with 
representatives from national civil rights organizations, and 

created awareness about Sikh civil rights issues in the U.S. Congress.

Since 2011, Sikh Coalition Advocates have taken more than 350 actions in support of the 
civil rights mission of the Sikh Coalition. In 2013 alone, they took over 100 new actions, 
such as securing passage of Sikh awareness resolutions in California, Georgia, and Texas; 
collecting over 1700 petitions to Congress in support of equal opportunity for Sikhs in the 
U.S. military; and appearing in major media outlets, including USA Today and the Houston 
Chronicle.

Sikh Advocate Academy Produces Tangible Results 34  

>100
new actions

Advocates 
have taken

including op-eds, 
passing resolutions 

and gathering 
Congressional 

support for civil rights 
campaigns.



Jakaras were heard in the White House again this year during a briefing on Sikh civil rights issues in the heart of the 
federal government. This briefing, the second of its kind, was organized in collaboration with the White House Initiative 
on Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders and the White House Office of Public Engagement at the request of the Sikh 
Coalition. Over 100 activists from around the United States attended the briefing. 

Leaders from New York, California, New Jersey, Texas, Ohio, Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Virginia, 
and Indiana, traveled to Washington DC for the event. The assembled group included Advocates from the 2011, 2012 
and 2013 classes of the Sikh Coalition’s Sikh Advocate Academy. The group also included members of the Junior Sikh 
Coalition, a youth group of emerging activists.

The assembled community members enthusiastically questioned federal agency officials after each of their presentations. 
They shared critical feedback and ideas on how the federal government can better connect with and serve the Sikh 
American community.

White House Holds Second Briefing on Sikh Civil Rights Issues



In September 2013, just one week after Dr. Prabhjot Singh was slurred as 
“Osama” and violently assaulted in a hate crime in New York City, the Sikh 
Coalition persuaded major online retailers Walmart and Rite Aid to stop selling 
items advertised as “turban and beard” costumes but which resembled Osama 
bin Laden. 

In our letters to these companies, the Sikh Coalition noted that these costumes 
promote stereotypes about turbans and beards that lead to violence against 
Sikhs and other minorities;  insult those who lost loved ones during the 9/11 
attacks; and insult American troops who sacrificed their lives in our nation’s war 
against Al Qaeda.

In an email to the Sikh Coalition, Walmart’s Global Ethics Office wrote:

Major Retailers Remove “Turban and Beard” Costumes

“Under pressure from the Sikh community, Walmart on Friday pulled a turban-themed costume from its 
website that the Sikh Coalition has said is offensive to 9/11 victims and perpetuates “negative stereotypes 
about turbans and beards that have led to violence and discrimination against Sikhs and other minorities.”

 “When we became aware of this item, we had it removed immediately.  We sincerely apologize to any 
customers who saw this item and were offended.  Thank you for coming forward with your concerns.”



To wide coverage in the New York City media, the Sikh Coalition and Asian American 
Legal Defense and Education Fund (AALDEF) released our third report in five years 
documenting bullying of Sikh and Asian American students in New York City public 
schools.  Released in September, the report, “One Step Forward, Half a Step Back,” 
reveals Sikh and Asian students continue to endure high levels of bullying in city public 
schools.

“I have both seen and experienced bullying in my school,” said Pawanpreet Singh, a 
Junior at DeWitt Clinton High School in the Bronx and a student leader at the Junior 
Sikh Coalition, an empowerment group for young Sikhs. “Teachers and students too 
often do not know there are rules against bullying or don’t care.”

The report’s key findings include:
• Over 50% of children surveyed said they suffered bullying in school
• Parents received notification of bullying incidents only 40% of the time
• Over 80% of the time, city schools failed to provide a required written report of 

school bullying incidents to students
• One significant gap area highlighted by the report is the city’s refusal to publish the 

data it collects on school bullying incidents throughout the city

The report offers the Sikh Coalition and AALDEF’s recommendations to prevent bullying. 
The Sikh Coalition will continue to work with educators and policymakers to combat 
bias-based harassment against the city’s growing Sikh student population.

Sikh Coalition and AALDEF Release Third Report 
in Five Years on School Bullying



This year, the state legislature in California declared November 2013 as Sikh Awareness and Appreciation Month.  
California is the only state to recognize a month-long resolution for Sikhs, and this was a perfect opportunity for California 
Sikhs to spread awareness about Sikhi to their neighbors.

Hundreds of California Sikhs, taking inspiration from a list of projects 
provided by the Sikh Coalition, organized events, led presentations and 
reached out to their local government officials to celebrate the month.  
Here are just a few examples:

California Sikh Awareness and Appreciation Month

Sikh Awareness 
Resolutions & 
Proclamations8

700 Sikh Awareness posters 
distributed to teachers 
and school librarians.

58
County Superintendents of 
Education received information 
about Sikhs and how to teach 
Sikhism in the classroom.1500 students and teachers attended Sikh Awareness 

Presentations led by Sikh Coalition staff, 
Volunteer Advocates and Presenters.

9 Police Departments  & Sheriff’s  
Offices attended a law 
enforcement presentation on 
Sikhs. 

3.5 Million 
Californians Reached



On August 5, 2012 a gunman attacked a Gurdwara in Oak Creek, Wisconsin, killing six 
worshippers and injuring several others. One year later, as we continued to honor those who 
lost their lives that day—Paramjit Kaur Saini, Sita Singh, Ranjit Singh, Prakash Singh, Suvegh 
Singh Khattra, and Satwant Singh Kaleka—and pray for the full recovery of those who were 
critically injured—Baba Punjab Singh, Bhai Santokh Singh, and Lt. Brian Murphy—we were 
proud that Sikh Americans nationwide responded to this tragedy with open hearts and heads 
held high, consistent with the Sikh belief in Chardi Kala (eternal optimism).

Inspired by the example of the Oak Creek community, which organized a Memorial Run/Walk 
to honor those who lost their lives at the Oak Creek Gurdwara last year, Sikh communities 
nationwide and California’s SEVA organization partnered with the Sikh Coalition on a National 
Day of Seva (Selfless Service) to pay tribute to the Oak Creek community.

Detroit Sikhs partnered with Kids Against Hunger to package 20,000 meals for needy families; 
Houston Sikhs volunteered at a local library and partnered with Urban Harvest to clean a 
garden at a local elementary school; New York City Sikhs cleaned Morningside Park; and 
Sikhs in California’s Central Valley and Bay Area packaged and served food to the homeless.

Hundreds of Sikhs Participate in Day of Seva on the 
First Anniversary of the Oak Creek Tragedy



Sikh Awareness Resources for the Classroom, Library, 
Gurdwara, and more!
The Sikh Coalition provides many free resources for Sikhs to use in their efforts to spread awareness and create 
appreciation for Sikhs in their local communities. Through these educational efforts, we hope to see a reduction in bias and 
discrimination against our community.  Please visit http://sikhcoalition.org/resources/sikh-awareness for resources.

Step 1 - Before a patka can be 
tied on the boy's head, he must 
gather his hair and wrap it into a 
top knot centered, on top of the 
head.

Step 2 - Sometimes a rubber 
band or ribbon is used to secure 
the top knot so that it does not 
become loose.

Step 4 - Tie the two strings in a 
knot at the back of the head.  To 
ensure that the cloth on the head 
lays flat, you can pull on the cloth 
under the knot so that it is taut.  
Make sure that the patka is not 
too tight/loose on his head before 
moving on to the next step.

Step 5 – Then, take one of the 
remaining corner strings, and 
wrap it around the top knot (on 
the opposite side).

Step 7 – Take the last corner 
string and wrap it around the top 
knot several times like you did 
with the other corner. 

Step 8 – You are now left with 
the remainder of the two strings 
which can be double knotted 
around the top knot. 

Step 9 - The remaining string 
can be tucked inside the fold of 
a cloth.

How Do You Tie a Patka? 
Sikhs keep their hair long and wear a turban as a reminder of their commitment to Sikh values 
and to be easily identified as a Sikh.  A patka, a smaller version of a Sikh turban, is usually worn 
by boys in pre-kindergarten to middle school before they begin wearing a turban.  A Sikh child’s 
patka and hair should always be treated respectfully, as they are considered articles of faith. If 
you are a teacher who is re-tying the patka on your student, please ask the child’s permission 
before touching his patka or hair. Below are step-by-step instructions on how to tie a patka.

A patka is a square piece of 
cloth (usually cotton) that has 
four strings attached to the 
four corners of the cloth.

Step 3 - Line up one edge of the 
square cloth on the child's fore-
head, about mid-way.  When the 
patka is placed on the head, the 
front two strings are pulled down 
behind the ears.

Step 6 – You will need to wrap 
the string several times around 
the top knot, and then ask the 
child to hold the remaining string 
while you work on the 
other corner.  

“Pssst!  Sikh is pronounced 
with a short “i” sound, as in 
the word “sit”.  The first “a” 
in the word “patka” is like the 
“u” in “hut”, and the second 
“a” is like the “a” in pizza.”

“Who Are The Sikhs” Poster
These posters can be displayed in 
schools, libraries, post offices, and 

County offices. 

“How To Tie A Patka” Handout 
A handy cheat sheet for your child’s teacher to use 
if he/she needs to re-tie your son’s patka during the 

school day.

“The Sikhs” Brochures
Available in 11 languages, these 
brochures are perfect to distribute 
in schools, libraries & gurdwaras. 

Please visit http://sikhcoalition.org/resources/sikh-awareness for these resources and more!



“Teachers commented how fascinated our students were, and they wanted to go back to class and use the 
resources the Sikh Coalition provided.  It was a great presentation that was enjoyed by students and staff!” 

-Monica Chapa, Program Coordinator for Wilson Elementary School, Selma USD 

Sikh Awareness 
Presentations
Resources, including tutorial 
videos, presentations, talking 
points and educator materials, 
available to help you deliver a 
Sikh Awareness Presentation.

Lesson Plans and 
Other Teacher Resources
Lesson plans, worksheets, and 
additional materials available 
for elementary, middle, and high 
school teachers.

Gurdwara Toolkits
Use these toolkits to organize 
an open house or teacher 
appreciation event at your 
Gurdwara. 

Children’s Books and 
Videos
These Sikh books and videos 
can be used by your child’s 
teacher to explain Sikhs in the 
classroom.  Most resources 
include lesson plans.

Please visit http://sikhcoalition.org/resources/sikh-awareness for these resources and more!



Community Engagement from Coast to Coast
In 2013, the Sikh Coalition hosted two large-scale community events in support of our 
work - the Bay Area 5K for the 5Ks and the New York City Bowl-a-thon.  Each event 
provided an opportunity for the community to come together to celebrate the progress 
of Sikhs in America and committing ourselves to a brighter future for generations to 
come. 

These events were hugely successful with nearly 1000 participants and over $135,000 
raised.  We are truly grateful for the sangat’s efforts and commitment to further this 
work.

The Sikh Coalition would like to thank all of the volunteers who led the efforts to put 
these events together.  It is because of dedicated sevadaars that we can continue this 
work to create a Sikh-friendly country for generations to come.

We would also like to thank our sponsors for their generous support and commitment.  
This year’s sponsors include:



“Every year it so inspiring to see the sangat 
come together with such enthusiasm to 
celebrate the Sikh identity and inspire 
our children to reach their full potential as 
Sikh Americans.”

- Sapreet Kaur 
Executive Director of the Sikh Coalition



50 Broad Street, Suite 1537 
New York, NY 10004

What is freedom worth to you?  This full-time, high-impact organization is working day and night to protect 
your right to practice Sikhi.  Your support will ensure that the Sikh flag continues to fly high!

Please Donate Today!


